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ABSTRACT

VISUALIZATION OF TREE-STRUCTURED DATA THROUGH A MULTI-TOUCH USER INTERFACE
by David Andrews

This writing project examines different types of visualizations for tree-structured data sets. Visualizations discussed include link-node diagrams and treemap diagrams. Also discussed is recent innovations with regards to distinguishing multi touch from single touch technology. I explore the requirements needed to build a multi touch table top surface, and describe the process of building one. I then describe my proposed method of visualizing tree-structured data and how it can be implemented using Core Animation technology. I also propose a means of interacting with the data through a multi touch interface, and discuss which gestures can be used to navigate the visualization display.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background Information

1.1.1 Information Visualization

Information visualization is a method of presenting data that is used to gain a sense of relationship in vast amounts of information. Through visualization, varying aspects of that information can be exposed that is otherwise non-obvious. Most often, visualization is used to represent vast quantities of data through various common shapes. The most obvious of such would be charts and graphs. For example, a bar chart uses rectangles to show the relationship between various data sets along two axis. The effectiveness of the visualization is determined by what can be gained from representing the data in a specific manner. Impressively complex drawings might yield interesting ways of presenting the data, but if no further understanding about the data is revealed, then the visualization is not very useful. As [20] paraphrases, “the purpose of visualization is insight, not pictures.”

There have been many past projects to visualize large data sets. The operating systems we use every day in normal operation of our personal computers visualize data in a fashion. For example, both the Mac OS X Finder™ and Windows Explorer™ display data primarily either in a grid-like view or in various types of lists. VENNFS [7] is a file manager that displays files using Venn-diagrams to display their relationship to other files. HVS [2] uses a MVC pattern to display hierarchical data in multiple display formats, such as trees, pyramids, dendrograms, treemaps, hyperbolic view, cone view, etc. Wang et. al. describes a method of Circle Packing [25] intended to waste the least amount of visual space on screen. As screen real-estate is limited, being able to visualize more at the same time can make visualizations more effective.
1.2 Common Tree-Structure Visualization Methods

1.2.1 Indented Lists

Indented lists are common methods of displaying tree-like data. Most modern computer operating systems provide file browsers with an indented list as a method of browsing the computer’s file structure. The files in the current directory are listed vertically. Directories display their sub-files and folders by listing them directly underneath in a list that is indented one level further.

Indented lists are good at displaying information for small lists. A file can be accessed quickly if its location is known beforehand. Searching through an indented list, however, presents some problems. Indented lists can display only relatively few nodes at any point in time before the user has to manually scroll down the list to display information that was off-screen. Due to this space-limited restriction, indented lists provide little to no contextual information. Information such as the number of elements at the same level, or the number of levels at a certain height, become difficult or time consuming to understand [11].

1.2.2 Node-link Diagrams

Traditional node-link diagrams provide good intuitive representations of structured data. Data nodes are displayed as circles, and connected to their children via simple lines. Data on the same level of the hierarchy are displayed together, with each level tiled horizontally or vertically in a tiered structure. Two examples of node-link diagrams are

![Figure 1: Traditional Node-link diagrams [11]](image.png)
shown in Figure 1. This can provide good insight into the data’s direct local hierarchical relationship. Node-link diagrams, however, have scalability issues. As each level contains more and more nodes throughout the entire hierarchy, the required space to display the entire node-link diagram grows overwhelmingly. Display space can easily become a scarce resource and can hinder the intuitiveness of the diagram. A FlexTree diagram is a type of node-link diagram that attempts to reduce the amount of space needed at each level in the hierarchy, while also requiring parents to be drawn to the left of their children. This is done to more easily present additional data (such as node names) as text is traditionally written in English from left to right, horizontally.[11]. Other methods of modifications to node-link diagrams can further enhance their usefulness. For example, only drawing visible nodes to a certain depth, or allowing for zooming in and out of portions of the diagram can add significant value[11].

1.2.3 Treemaps

Treemap diagrams[13] display information in a series of rectangles. The root of the data is usually displayed as a large rectangle. Children nodes are displayed as a series of nested rectangles inside the root. Children of those data structures are further nested. The size of the nested child rectangles always total the sum of the parent rectangle. Typically the sizes are adjusted to be representative of an aspect of the data that can be compared directly to children nodes. E.g. a file system’s root directory size is dependent on the size of all of the sub-directories and files in the entire hierarchy. Unlike node-link diagrams, this allows the nodes to be related visually to each other not just in hierarchical location, but also by some other factor such as size, importance, visibility, etc, which would have otherwise been noted elsewhere outside of the diagram. In a treemap diagram, the immediate sub-directories and files would be arranged and scaled to form a perfect rectangle while maintaining their aspect ratios in relation to each other. The resulting rectangle becomes the shape of the root folder. Treemaps handle large data sets better than node-link diagrams. Treemaps forego the use of indicator lines to display parent-child relation in place of simply nesting the child nodes inside the parent node. As a result, parent nodes must be larger, but children nodes do not consume visible space outside of the parent node. Overall, less visible
space is used due to the lack of “empty” space required by the relationship lines. With megapixel display screens, treemaps are good at visualizing large data sets (up to an order of a million data points, at one point per pixel), as seen in Figure 2. Any more requires a larger display (e.g. a gigapixel display) or another method of visualizing larger data sets [20].

Treemaps are not restricted to 2 dimensional space, and the concept has been extended to three dimensions, dubbed a Treecube [21].

1.3 Multi-Touch Interfaces

Multi-touch interfaces are an increasingly popular method of accessing visual data. Recently, new hardware devices have been made [3], [16] to facilitate the introduction of using touches to indicate desired operations rather than buttons or clicks. Although the concept is not particularly new, there has been a resurgence in popularity now that the
technology has advanced far enough to become affordable for commonplace applications.

Touch interfaces provide an alternate input device to the traditional keyboard and mouse. Touch interfaces allow persons to interact directly with data, e.g. touching the screen to sort through pictures as if the pictures were actually laid out on top of the screen. Touches themselves can differ from each other as vastly as they do from the method of input using a keyboard. Hughes and Moscovich explore the the wide differences of manipulating objects with just one or two hands [17]. Their results show that when designing touch interfaces, it is important to consider the intended method of usage, as manipulation of objects intended for one finger from each hand is extremely awkward when using two fingers from one hand, such as two independent control points.

1.3.1 Traditional Input and Touch Input

The traditional input to a computer is that of a keyboard and mouse. The keyboard for text input and the mouse is typically used to navigate around the user interface, if applicable. These input devices are fairly intuitive. On the keyboard, if you push a button, that letter will appear on your screen. Pushing a button results in an action happening. Pushing a button with a modifier key results in a similar, but different result. E.g. holding shift produces capital letters. With a mouse, moving the mouse moves the cursor on the screen. Move the mouse to the left, and we expect the cursor to be moved to the left. To interact with the GUI, all one has to do is click on things with the mouse. After even a short amount of time using a keyboard and mouse, an expectation appears. When one pushes a key, there is an expectation of something happening. The expected and actual functionality of that key need to match, otherwise the user interface can become confusing.

The keyboard and mouse is a limited interface to a computer. Mice manufacturers can add as many physical buttons to the mouse as they want, but the input options are still
typically limited to pushing buttons on a keyboard or pressing a handful of buttons on a mouse, and moving it around. Computer interfaces are typically designed with these restrictions in mind. Not so for a touch screen interface, however. The touch screen can open up to the user interface designer a capability limited only by the imagination. Anything that can fit onto a 2d surface is able to be conjured up. This is not to say, however, that anything made on a touch screen is intuitive. With little to no force feedback from interacting with a keyboard and mouse, it is increasingly important that the actual and the expected functionality of the user interface coincide. While touch screen interfaces can provide much more flexibility in that hardware restrictions do not limit input, it also becomes easier to confuse a user if done incorrectly. What looks like a button may result in an action when pressed... or it might just be a random shape on the display.

Touch screens provide an advantage for many applications. Without the limited restrictions that traditional input devices provide due to their hardware related inputs, user interfaces can now be designed to be tailored to the current application. For example, [15] discusses their results related to a touch screen interface specifically for interacting with and controlling robots. The interface developed is shown in Figure 3. While studying user’s interactions and ability to control the robot through this unique user interface, they discovered three components to user interactions: gesture magnitude, gesture alignment, and gesture sequence. Gesture magnitude relates to how large or small the gestures performed are. Some users believed that in controlling direction and movement of the robot, that a single gesture would control both, with the location of the gesture controlling the direction of movement, and the magnitude of the gesture controlling speed. Other users saw differently, believing that direction and speed were controlled independently. Gesture alignment refers to a difference in what the users experienced depending on the location of the gesture relative to the intended location for the gesture. Gesture sequence refers to a sequence of gestures and what was expected, e.g. touch-drag-release, where the user would touch the screen, move a finger while maintaining contact, and lift their finger at a different point.
A common complaint about interacting with touch screens is that of accuracy. Mouse cursors are very precise instruments, and fingers are not precise without some algorithmic assistance [4]. In most windowed user interfaces, the mouse is expected to be able to interact with user interface elements that are extremely small, such as the borders of windows. For a mouse cursor, this interaction is trivial, as the cursor sharpens to a point of a few pixels or less. The typical human finger, however, is not nearly as precise and provides a pointing target that is easily ten times as large or more.
Most commercially available touch screen devices only offer a single point of contact for touch screens. Many upcoming prototype devices, however, offer multiple contact points using different technologies. With multiple points of contact, many proposals have been made [1], [4], to provide assistance in precision and accuracy of using touch interfaces. Instead of a single point of contact being used to select an area, and using software to estimate the intended target, a second simultaneous point of contact can be made to enhance or clarify the intended target of the original point of contact. An example of this is the Dual Finger Stretch gesture pictured in Figure 4. In this fashion, multi touch surfaces can provide increased accuracy over single touch surfaces without having to rely on magnification or enlargement of the entire user interface. Such elements usually result in obstruction or occlusion of significant amounts of the user interface.

Unlike a single point of interaction with the screen, multi touch screens have multiple manners of touching multiple points. For example, one may interact with two points on the screen using one or two hands. [17] explores the distinction between the two, and finds that both have their advantages. One-handed manipulation of multiple points
offers advantages with control of position and orientation, while two hands is ideal for control of two separate control points.

1.3.3 Combining Multi Touch with Cursor-based environments

Multi touch interface research does not end with the ability of affording multiple touches, however. Although many multi touch prototype devices provide for the detection of touches on the surface, there is research into more advanced interaction detection. [8] discusses a method of not only detecting touch input, but also providing the equivalent of “hovering” a mouse over a user interface element. In [8], they are able to track a human finger before it touches the display, and move a cursor appropriately, mimicking a mouse’s “click” when the user touches the screen. While applications developed from the ground up that are meant for multi touch interfaces not having the direct concept of a movable cursor, many applications will simply be ported over to a multi touch environment, e.g. a web browser. These applications were not designed with a multi touch environment in mind, and may find that not all of their functionality can be offered when a mouse is not present. While a web browser could be used in a multi touch environment, without the presence of a cursor it is not directly clear how simple javascript mouse rollover events should be handled. With no mouse cursor present, these events may simply never be triggered. This would render some web applications useless or provide extremely frustrating user experiences.
2 Building the Multi Touch Display

2.1 Concepts

There are many methods of constructing multi touch interfaces. Such an interface could be constructed by the combination of many discrete sensors with the activation of sensors determining the location of a touch. Another method would be gathering matrices of capacitive electrodes or force-sensitive-resistors [9], [10] although doing so is rather cost-prohibitive. Additionally, these mentioned methods often have an unwanted restriction: they create opaque surfaces that then require some kind of top-down projection. A top-down projection is not a clean solution to a touch interface. Inevitably, the projection will be projecting onto whatever is touching the interface, rather than the interface itself (e.g. a person’s hand instead of the display canvas).

2.1.1 FTIR

One method of creating multi touch tables is the one pioneered by Jefferson Han [9]. Han describes a method of creating cheap, accurate multi touch interfaces through the use of rear-mounted projection and detection. A camera is mounted underneath the surface along side a projector. The projector projects an image onto the underside of the projection canvas made from a compliant surface overlay. A frame of infra red LEDs are then constructed around the edges of the acrylic. The LEDs are oriented to emit their light directly into the sides of the acrylic pane.

The fundamental technology behind this device is a concept known as Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR). When light passes through one medium into another with a lower index of refraction, the light becomes refracted. Depending on the angle of incidence, the light becomes refracted to a different angle. Past the critical point, the light instead becomes reflected, which is known as Total Internal Reflection. This phenomenon is easily observed in optical prisms, and is the basis of how technology such as optical fibers work. When a third medium is put in place within a few...
wavelengths of the second medium, the light then becomes frustrated, and can escape the Total Internal Reflection and pass out of the medium without being reflected back inside as seen in Figure 5.

Although there has been some success without, often a compliant surface of some sort is needed to ease tracking of moving touches into smooth, trackable movements. Silicone solutions are popular methods of creating compliant surfaces.

2.1.2 DIS

The setup for a DIS (Diffuse Illuminated Surface) table is much the same as a FTIR setup. A piece of acrylic is surrounded by a frame of LEDs and a camera detects infrared light below the acrylic plane. By using a special type of acrylic, the light from the LEDs is then redirected evenly towards the surface of the acrylic pane. Any object on or near the surface will then become illuminated by the IR light and be visible to an...
appropriately placed camera. Figure 6 shows a common setup for DSI and how the infrared light interacts with the plexiglass. Unlike FTIR setups, no compliant surface is needed. This makes DIS solutions ideal for setups that wish to use LCD panels instead of projectors, although currently the special acrylic needed can be cost-prohibitive.

2.1.3 LED-LP

LED-LP (LED-Light Plane) is another, similar type of multi touch table setup that is much like FTIR setups, but with the acrylic pane removed. Instead, the LEDs shine directly towards each other creating a plane of light that is broken when, for example, a finger passes through it to touch an LCD display. The light then reflects off the intruding object and is detected by a camera. LED-LP setups evolved from a different type of table, a LLP (Laser Light Plane) table, where lasers are used instead. Although less effective than lasers at creating thin planes of light, LEDs are safer to use.
2.1.4 Tracking Touch Occurrences

In all three mentioned table types, touches on the table are tracked similarly. Infrared light is emitted by the LEDs and is reflected in some manner downwards towards an appropriately placed camera. The camera is equipped to only detect infrared light. The touches (or “blobs”) are detected by the camera and passed on to software frameworks for processing to be used in multi-touch applications. At no point are the touches ever restricted to a single touch at a time, a single touch from a single source, or anything else of the sort. The frameworks are designed to be able to track multiple blobs at a time. Hence the “multi”-touch aspect of the device.

2.2 Hardware Implementation

Two types of device frames were designed and tested briefly. In both cases, an LCD screen was used instead of a projector. A FTIR frame was constructed first. A compliant surface could not be used without obstructing the view of the LCD screen, and so while the device worked, it did not track moving touches very well. The device was then converted into a LED-LP setup.

2.2.1 FTIR Device Frame

Using FTIR, the interface is constructed from a sheet of acrylic 3/8” thick. The sides have been completely polished to remove any abrasions from the cutting of the acrylic. The sheet is mounted parallel to the ground atop a frame to act as the top of a table surface. At the bottom of the frame, near the ground, a camera is mounted to the frame facing upwards to look directly at the underside of the acrylic sheet. The camera is located far enough away that the entire piece of acrylic is within its view. The acrylic sheet is then surrounded entirely with an infrared (940nm) LED ribbon along the sides. The ribbon is encased with a short baffle zone and pressed flush up against the sides of the acrylic to maximize coupling into TIR. The light from the LEDs will end up being totally internally reflected between the top and bottom surfaces of the acrylic. The
camera mounted underneath the table has had its infrared filter removed and replaced with multiple pieces of developed exposed photo-negatives [5]. This allows for a significant portion of visible light to be filtered out, while allowing infrared light to pass through, acting as a suitable, yet cheap, infrared band pass filter.

2.2.2 LED-LP Device Frame

To create the light plane, the acrylic was removed. The LED ribbon was detached and put inside a 3/8” aluminum channel. The aluminum channel was cut to fit around the sides of the LCD display to create the light plane.

2.2.3 Display

Instead of a rear mounted projection unit, I chose to turn to LCD technology. I dismantled a 17" LCD monitor and placed the LCD display and the backlight underneath the acrylic glass. The LCD itself does not interfere at all with the passing of infrared light, so it has no effect on the operation of the table. The fluorescent backlight to the LCD display emits no infrared light, so it can still provide adequate lighting for the LCD display. The circuitry for the LCD controller are hung mid-air perpendicular to the LCD display so that they do not interfere with the operation of the table by obstructing the cameras view of the underside of the acrylic display. A simple diffuser that came with the monitor was left in place, and all other parts were removed and discarded.
3 MTVis

3.1 Concepts

MTVis (Multi touch Tree Visualization) is the working name for the software used in this visualization project. Written specifically to visualize tree structured data through a multi touch interface, this software is written to interact with a multi touch framework that controls the detection of surface touches independently. MTVis processes the touches and gestures and changes the properties of the visualization accordingly.

3.1.1 Multi-Touch Frameworks

The software for a multi touch device is just as important as the hardware. Various frameworks have been developed for support of these devices, primarily in the academic and open source communities [19],[23],[24]. There is not yet a common standardized protocol for multi touch interactions, though at least one has been proposed [14]. Most of these frameworks act as independent applications that receive results from the camera, e.g. [19]. They process the view of the camera (of which only infrared light should be visible to) and handle the detection of blob movements, formation of new blobs, and disappearance of blobs (i.e. touch movements, new touches, and touch removals). User generated applications can then interact with the framework application via code libraries designed for use with the frameworks.

The application portion of the framework is usually customizable to fit the appropriate device. Common customization properties are the calibration of the camera in setting various aspects such as orientation, sensitivity, colorization, resolution and frames per second. Most frameworks have additional post-processing options. Example options would include the size of what the framework should consider a blob and what should be considered noise, grayscale conversion of the image, luminescence thresh-holds, number of frames a blob needs to be missing before considered removed, background subtraction, etc. Additionally, the frameworks are able to calibrate and interpolate
results from the camera, so that the camera can realistically be placed just about anywhere and can be used from almost any angle such that the screen is still visible.

One proposed protocol for framework-application interaction is the TUIO protocol [14]. TUIO is built upon the OSC (Open Sound Control) protocol. TUIO is quickly becoming a de-facto standard for communication between application and server frameworks. Through this protocol, applications can be written and used on any correctly configured multi touch device that is running a framework with TUIO support, regardless of the device’s multi touch hardware implementation (FTIR, LED-LP, LLP, DIS, etc).

### 3.1.2 Visualization Method

The vast majority of information visualization has come with regard to creating diagrams and charts that visualize the data provided in order to reveal some otherwise non-obvious insight into the data. Specifically for treemaps, few studies have been done that go beyond the algorithm and its layout. Those that have [6], do not do much more than zoom in and out of the layout as a proposed form of interaction. While a treemap is an excellent way to display tree-structured data, it does not immediately allow for many forms of interaction, particularly with multi touch interfaces.

Circle Packing, presented by Wang et al. [25] provides a unique variation of treemaps. Instead of rectangular bounding boxes, circles are used. Wang et al. shows how using circles instead of rectangles adds additional information to the visualization method. Primarily, circle packing clearly identifies the hierarchical structure of the data. Hierarchical structure is easily lost in the mass of rectangles for treemaps, with the leaf nodes comprising most of the display area, and the hierarchy itself being implicitly identified [25]. Methods of interaction are described with circle packing [25], however they are limited to standard geometrical manipulations of the produced visualization via pan, zoom, or rotation. Figure 7 shows an example of Wang’s nested circle packing, with columns representing directories and spheres on top, representing files.
The visualization method ultimately determined to be best for interacting with a multi touch user interface is somewhat of a combination. RINGS [22] shows a method of revealing hierarchical structure while still maintaining increased interactivity within the resulting visualization. The interactive methods for RINGS are expanded upon here and adapted for use in a multi touch environment. One method of manipulating the visualization is to be able to move nodes around to produce more custom views of the focus areas. Additionally, this visualization method will allow, through the use of multi touch user interfaces, an easy method of scaling nodes at the current level without removing from the visible area, any of the visualization of other nodes. This will allow scaling of focus areas, while maintaining the contextual information of the rest of the hierarchy without discarding it entirely.

3.2 Implementation

3.2.1 Chosen Framework

The framework used in this project is Touché [23]. Touché is an Open Source project licensed under the LGPLv3. This framework is written for Mac OS X using the
Objective-C programming language. This framework was chosen because it leverages high quality open source frameworks, and uses many of the core technologies from Mac OS X, namely Core Animation. Core Animation was chosen for ease of manipulating 2d images in a 3-dimensional space quickly and efficiently.

3.2.2 MTVis (Multi touch Tree Visualization)

MTVis (Multi touch Tree Visualization) displays the contents of a file structure. A file system is visualized because it is a readily accessed and easily available set of structured data available through the Operating System. MTVis displays all directories in the file structure as nodes surrounding the center of the screen. All directories located at the root of the file structure are represented by circles along the circumference of a circle C (as seen in Figure 8) with its origin in the center of the multi touch viewing screen. The radius of the circle C is dependent on the user-defined value for the size of each node. The radius is defined as being half the distance between the edge of the root node and the top of the screen, added to the size of the radius of a root node.

![Figure 8: Scaling of Sub-nodes in software](image)
node. Lines are drawn connecting the root (the center of the screen) with each subdirectory to indicate parent-child relation within this graph. All of this is drawn within one of Core Animation’s CALayer object (a lightweight container for drawing 2-dimensional images). Each subdirectory is then drawn with its own CALayer object.

3.2.3 Scaling of Sub-nodes to prevent overlap

Along the circumference of circle C is all of the directories contained within the root folder. Each of those directories must also be able to display their own subdirectories. They do so exactly the same way that the root node does. All of their subdirectories are spread evenly about another circle calculated exactly the same as directories for the root node. The CALayer representing this directory (and all of its subdirectories) is then scaled an appropriate amount to the smaller of two values. The first is such that 1/2 the total screen height used by the CALayer corresponds to half the distance between the edge of the root node and the edge of the screen on the top-most directory, centered along the circumference of circle C as shown in Figure 8. This first value will work for a small number of nodes, but becomes impractical with a greater number of directories in the same subdirectory. Figure 8 shows the relative location that each node is scaled according to. Beyond this amount however, the scaling is done proportional to half the distance between any two nodes. The CALayer will be scaled to the smaller of either of these two values.

This generation and scaling is done recursively, bottom-up. The effect is that no matter how many subdirectories are contained within the entire data structure, no two subdirectories will ever overlap with any of their subdirectories or any other nodes. Every node will be entirely distinct and there will be no confusion, as each node is completely visible and it’s origins in the parent-child relationship are clear.

Figure 9 shows an example of how this scaling applies even when two nodes are moved via the application interface. Circles A through H represent the directories A through H and the display area allowed for all subdirectories and files. The two dark
circles in D and H represent two simultaneous touches on the touch surface. As the touches move to the left, they move along with them nodes D and H. As the space between, for nodes A, B, and C reduces in size, so to do the nodes scale themselves down. This reduction in scale ensures, for example, that node B’s children are still safe from being obstructed by node A or C’s children nodes. As a result, node E, F and G’s display area grows, allowing these nodes to expand their visible area and provide increased focus on their children and any information further down the hierarchy within those nodes.

Figure 9: As nodes D and H are moved to the left, nodes A, B, and C are scaled down to ensure their sub-structure is never covered by another node. Nodes E, F and G expand with their increased available area
3.2.4 Multi-Touch interactions

The multi-touch interactions are done via the Touché framework, using callback functions. These functions are registered upon application loading, and when actions such as new touches, removed touches, or moved touches are performed on the surface of the multi touch table, the appropriate function is called within the MTVis application. The framework provides for indication of these actions, but does not track specific touches. For example, the framework will indicate that a touch has been made, and a touch has been removed, but it will not keep track that a touch is still active.

For this, MTVis instead keeps track of which CALayers have been “touched” or are still “being touched” by the user. It also keeps track of the type of touch being performed, such as a rotate or a drag. These types of touches are important, because they indicate what actions to do when touches on the table are moved (i.e. a finger is dragged). A rotation touch could indicate that no CALayer was touched, but instead the background of the application was touched. The proper action here is then to rotate the entire program in a circular fashion. A drag touch would indicate that movement of a specific node was requested. Two drag touches at the same time would indicate that two nodes are being moved simultaneously.

When two nodes move at the same time, they can be considered to be either moving together or apart. I will consider them moving together when they are moving towards each other at an angle less than 180 degrees, and apart when moving away from each other at an angle less than 180 degrees. When moving apart, the CALayers that represent the nodes in between the two that are moving are scaled an appropriate amount such that the maximum screen space can be utilized. When two nodes move apart, the nodes between them grow larger to fill in the opened space, and the nodes outside are shrunk at an appropriate rate, such that the available space allocated to a node to draw its subdirectories will still never overwrite that of another node, as described in Figure 9.
3.3 Implementation of MTVis

3.3.1 Interactive Control Menu

The Control Configuration menu starts out as a single “button” on the far right of the display. When the user places a touch onto that button, the menu scrolls down to show multiple similar Configuration Buttons. Each of these buttons changes a property of the display on the Interactive Node Display. E.g. a button titled “Names” will toggle the display of names in the Node Display. Figure 10 shows an example of the Control Menu displayed with the Names overlay enabled. The important distinction between

![Figure 10: The Control Menu (Far Right) with the Names Display overlay enabled](image-url)
this and any normal button menu is the user interactivity. This is different from, for example, a typical menu bar-like interface in that once a configuration item is changed, the menu does not disappear, but rather stays as an interactive part of the display until it is closed. Additionally, the button themselves will change appearance to indicate whether or not they are enabled or disabled.

Figure 11: The visible display area, with the file permissions display enabled
Example control options include: displaying of names, colorization of nodes as a single static color, or variable dependent on size, permissions, or type. Figure 11 shows an example of the permissions display enabled, and nodes are colored by their respective file’s user permissions.

### 3.3.2 Interactive Link-node Display

This Link-node Display is a display in the form of a typical N-Tree, with each parent node having connections to each child node. The node currently on display in the Interactive Node Display is distinguished from the rest in order to give a sense of locality.

Figure 12: Movable Link-node Display
(particularly locality with reference to the tree structure above the current location) in the tree structure data set.

This Tree Display is displayed on the left side of the screen. In certain circumstances, this can result in difficult to see trees (e.g. trees that are wide and shallow being displayed on an area of the screen that is thin and deep). However this should pose little problem to the user, as this display is completely interactive- it can be adjusted using simple gestures so that the contents can fit comfortably on the screen. While the tree itself is not manipulatable through this display (the Interactive Node Display comes into play here), it does reflect the status of the entire data hierarchy at the current point in time, and its display of that information is manipulatable instead, as shown in Figure 12.

To facilitate trees of all types and sizes, the tree will automatically orient itself either vertically or horizontally depending on the width of the tree. Wide trees will display horizontally, and deep trees will display vertically.

**3.3.3 Interactive Tree Display**

The Interactive Tree Display is the primary means of interaction and visualization. Nodes are displayed around a central point initially equidistant from each other. The node locations are manipulatable, and if two nodes are moved at the same time, nodes between them are adjusted in size. Nodes display an icon representing the nodes themselves, and recursively display every sub-node in the hierarchy similarly. Nodes primarily display themselves as a circle with various attributes. Depending on the settings in the control menu, the display of the node may be visualized differently depending on a number of factors. The node may either be a circle of various colors depending on file size or permissions, it may display the file’s name, or be visualized as a preview of the file’s contents.
Nodes identify direct connections to parent and children nodes via simple straight lines. The parent node of the current active directory in the Interactive Tree Display is not directly displayed, but instead must be inferred via the Link-node Display area, which will indicate where in the tree the current Interactive Tree Display area is viewing.

The location within the tree hierarchy can be navigated via taps on nodes to traverse down into that node, or taps on the center to traverse back up to display the parent node. Figure 13 displays a child of the root node that has been zoomed in on.

Figure 13: Tree Display while zoomed in on a child node
3.4 Gestures used to interact with MTVis

3.4.1 Tap

The Control Menu is the only area that directly responds to a single tap. A single tap is the most intuitive way to indicate a change in setting. Unlike other gestures, a single tap on a button-like object is fairly clearly projecting a desire for a toggle of some kind. This makes it the most intuitive gesture for the Control Menu.

3.4.2 Single Touch and Drag

Both the Link-node area and the and the Tree Display areas use the touch and drag gesture. This is a very intuitive gesture for directly moving an object around the user interface. The touch indicates a target or lock on the object being touched, and until the touch is removed (e.g. finger is lifted), the object shall be relocated to wherever the touched location is moved to.

For the Link-node display area, the result of this gesture is somewhat obvious. It will, while maintaining the display’s orientation, move the display around the screen.

The touch and drag gesture also has another use in the Tree Display. In the Tree Display, the touch and drag gesture allows for a node to be moved around. When a moved node passes another node, they swap positions in the display. Unlike the Link-node area, however, nodes in the Tree Display are not free to be moved wherever. While moving around, the nodes will maintain a constant distance from the center of the display, as it moving around a ring located in the center. This restriction allows for previously scaled nodes to maintain their scaled level and ensure that nodes maintain their own unique display area in relation to the entire displayed tree hierarchy.

3.4.3 Multi Touch and Drag

The actual gesture of multi touch and drag is almost exactly the same as the single touch and drag. The difference is that multiple instances are occurring at the same
time. This type of event is relatively new and not possible on most older touch displays such as pen tablets.

This gesture can be performed in multiple ways. The most expected method of operation is by using two fingers to touch and drag two points simultaneously. This again, can be performed using either two fingers from one hand, or one finger from each hand. Two fingers from a single hand can provide for greater control over rotation and movement, while one finger from each hand can provide for greater accuracy [17].

When this gesture is performed on the Node-link display area, two things can happen. If the touches are moved towards each other or away from each other, the Node-link display will be scaled larger or smaller. Effectively, this gesture acts as an unrestricted zoom in or out on the Node-link display. The other event that can occur is when one touch moves in a direction that is neither closer nor farther from the other. The touch moves in a rotational direction around the first touch. This causes the entire Node-link display area to be moved rotationally around the non-moving touch.

Two touches can also be made on separate child nodes within the Tree Display. Instead of rotating or scaling the entire display as is done with the Node-link display area, this gesture will cause the nodes on the inside of the drag to scale smaller, while nodes on the outside of the drag to scale larger, as described in section 3.2.

3.4.4 Double Tap

The Double Tap gesture is fairly straightforward. The standard Tap gesture is performed twice in sequence within approximately one second of each other, on the same object in the display area.

On the Link-node display, this gesture will result in the Link-node display automatically adjusting its size between one of two states. Either the Link-node display will be scaled to fit entirely within its original slim area alongside the left border of the touch screen display, or it will be positioned at its user defined state elsewhere in the screen.
When a Double Tap is performed on the Tree Display, it is an indication of desire for a change of focus. If the double tap occurs on a node’s display area consisting of the node or any of its children in the hierarchy, then the double tap is treated as a request for increased focus on that node. As a result, the Tree Display is redrawn with the tapped node treated as the root of the hierarchy on display. This gesture can only be performed on child nodes that are not leaf nodes. This does not actually change the root of the hierarchy, only what is displayed in the Tree Display. If a double tap occurs in the center of the display, away from any specific child node, it is treated as a desire for the display return up one level in the hierarchy. The display will be redrawn, with the parent node of the currently displayed node being drawn. If the Tree Display is currently displaying the root node of the hierarchy, then this gesture results in no action taken when not performed on a non-leaf child node.
4 Conclusions

This report has examined the effectiveness of multiple types of tree-structured information visualization. We looked at indented lists, node-link diagrams, and treemaps and how well they portray local context. We also examined upcoming multi touch technology that will soon make multi touch surfaces commonplace with their low cost of production.

This project presents a software application, MTVis, that visualizes tree-structured data in multiple ways such that it can be interacted with via a touch screen display. We describe the gestures used to interact with MTVis, and how these gestures can provide us with a unique twist on interaction with visualization software by providing a method of scaling portions of the tree data to increase their focus in the visualization. At the same time, unlike other visualization techniques, the data context is not lost or obstructed.

As multi touch surfaces increase in popularity, we will find ourselves with more ways to interact with data presented to us. With increased interaction, we will inevitably find better ways to give us insight about the data presented to us.
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Appendix A: Additional Images from MTVis

Figure A-1: Link-node display moved to the other side of the touch surface
Figure A-2: Both the Names overlay and the Permissions coloring enabled
Figure A-3: A larger data set. The link-node view becomes difficult to digest entirely, a drawback of this type of visualization.
Figure A-4: Resizing nodes on a larger data set.